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Profiles for an upcoming story! They are the Kids of the Akatsuki!!! DUN DUN DUN!!!
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1 - Kisame's Kids

Name: Hoshigaki Sakana (Fish)
Nicknames: Ana, Saka
Age: 13
Gender: Female
Siblings: Watatsumi and Kujira
Parents:
  Mom: N/A
  Dad: Hoshigaki Kisame
Weapons:  Two katana's on her back, one on her side.
Background: Oldest of the three. ...gets into a lot of trouble from her temper. Has beaten up a lot of
people for laughing at her, her siblings, or her dad.
Village: Konaha
Personality: Bubbly, but gets mad easily. Short fuse. Loves fighting. Loud mouthed. Sings songs
randomly when bored. Protective of her siblings
Appearance: Tallest and strongest of the three. Shark teeth. Short blue/blond hair. Blue/White skin.
Black eyes. Usually wears black pants and black T- shirts. Always has a hoodie.
Most Likely To Do When Mad:  Charge the person with killing intent.
Fighting Style: Close range, she is very strong and is the best of the three at Taijutsu
 
 
 
 
Name: Hoshigaki Kujira (Whale)
Nicknames: Ku, Jira
Age:13
Gender: Male
Siblings: Watatsumi and Sakana
Parents-
  Mom: N/A
  Dad: Hoshigaki Kisame
Weapons: Kunai, Shuriken, Exploding tags, long sword for close combat.
Background: Middle child. He never really gets into trouble. He listens to other peoples opinion and
respects people, hoping to get respect in return. He has gotten in trouble for being late a lot, stopping his
elder sister from fighting mostly...
Village: Konaha
Personality: Calm collected. Most sensible of the three.
Appearance: Tall, looks most like Kisame, but has a blond tint to blue hair and white tint to blue skin.
Shark Teeth. Dark blue, almost black eyes. Usually wears black or gray pants and a blue tank top.
Most Likely Do when Mad: Take deep calming breaths that don't work, then tackle the person that made
him mad and beat them up.
Fighting Style: Mid Range. Can fight up close or far away.
 



 
 
 
Name: Hoshigaki Watatsumi (Sea)
Nicknames: Sumi, Wata, Ata
Age: 13
Gender: Female
Siblings: Sakana and Kujira
Parents-
  Mom: N/A
  Dad: Hoshigaki Kisame
Weapons: Long bow with poison dipped arrows
Background: The last one born, she caused her mom to die. She knows it wasn't really her fault their
fore doesn't blame herself to much. She lives with her dad, brother, and sister. She is the shyest of the
three.
Village: Konaha
Personality: Shy and quiet. Almost always outspoken. Hates being alone. Always has to be with at least
one of her siblings.
Appearance: Shortest of the Triplets. Waist length blond hair with a blue tint. White skin with a blue tint.
Shark Teeth. Blue eyes. Usually wears Shorts or pants, and a T-shirt. Mostly in pinks or purples, she
does have some black and red though
Most Likely To Do When Mad: Scream and stomp her feet.
Fighting Style: Long Range. Has bad Taijutsu.
 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________
 
Disclaimer: I don't own Naruto, or anything like that...I do however own the characters for the story...
 
 
 
 



2 - Hidan's Kid

Name: Jashin Shuukyou (Religion)
Nicknames: Shuu, Uky-chan
Age: 14
Gender: Female
Parents-
  Mom: N/A
  Dad: Jashin Hidan
Weapons: One Bladed Scythe
Background: Shuukyou was raised by her mom until she died. Shuukyou didn't know she was immortal
until after her mom died. She went clinically insane and tried to commit suicide. She had written a list of
ten ways to kill herself on the wall of her room in her blood and evey time she wouldn't die, she would
cross off the number. She got to number 8, which was decapitation, when her dad finaly got to her and
made her relize her mom was dead, and that she couldn't die. She got help from a phyciatrist and is
doing much better now, adn practices Jashin with her dad.
Village: Smoke
Personality: Calm and nice. She swears often like her dad. She can get cocky.
Appearance: Tall and skinny. She has grayish white hair that's shoulder length, (it's in the style of Raven
from Teen Titans when she has short hair)she has burretes she puts in her hair. Her eyes are a
pinkish-fusha. Wears something like Sakura when she was a genin, but the main color is black, and the
white circle's have triangles in them, she has white shorts underneath it.
Most Likely To Do When Mad: Glare evily, staring, then start yelling.
Fighting Style: Close or Mid range.
 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________
 
Sorry about the last name...I couldn't think of anything else....I just picted a random village that is not
known well...
 
 
 



3 - Deidara's Kids

Name: Nendo Bakuyaku (Clay, Explosive)
Nicknames: Baku-kun, Ya-Ya, KuKu, Waza(Art)
Age: 12
Gender: Male
Parents- 
  Mom: N/A
  Dad: Nendo Deidara
Weapons: Exploding clay
Background: Bakuyaku gets into trouble by always speaking and making mischief. He is usually on time
for classes, but just gets there on time. He gets his nickname Waza, because his sister says he makes
better clay figures than her. He gets in trouble a lot by beating up people that mistake him for his sister.
Village: Iwa/Rock
Personality: Hyper, mischievous, constantly talking, but gets mad if you confuse him for his sister
Appearance: Looks identical to Deidara, but has silver/blue eyes that turn gray when he gets mad and a
shiny blue when he's happy. Blond hair, in a half pony tail, with the left eye fringe thingy-ma-what's-it. He
usually wears black shorts, black T-shirts, and a black knuckle glove on his left hand. Hand mouth of his
left hand only.
Most Likely To Do When Mad: Make a clay figure that explodes on impact, and throw it at the person
that made him mad.
Fighting Style: Long range, but can do close range if necessary.
 
 
 
 
 
 
Name: Nendo Bakudan (Clay, Bomb)
Nicknames: Baku-chan, Dan-Dan, Kuda, Okkuu(Annoying)
Age: 12
Gender: Female
Parents-
  Mom: N/A
  Dad: Nendo Deidara
Weapons: Exploding clay, exploding notes, smoke bombs
Background: Bakudan is always getting in trouble because she is always talking out of turn and being
noisy and annoying, which is why her brother calls her Okkuu. She does get into fights when people
mistake her for her brother
Village: Iwa/Rock
Personality: Really hyper, always happy, acting more like her dad.
Appearance: Looks like her dad but with silver/blue eyes, that turn gray when mad and shiny blue when
happy. Blond hair, in a half ponytail with the left eye fringe thing. She has a hand mouth on her right
hand. She wears black and neon green knuckle gloves, black shorts with a neon green stripe on either



side, and a black tank top with a neon green strip around the waist.
Most Likely To Do When Mad: Shrug it off, life's to short to get mad.
Fighting Style: Long or Mid range.



4 - Sasori's Kid

Name: Akasuna No Kairai (Of the Red Sands, Puppet)
Nicknames: Kai, Rai, Kai-Kai, Rai-Rai
Age: 12
Gender: Female
Parents-
  Mom: N/A
  Dad: Akasuna No Sasori
Weapons: Animal Puppets
Background: Kairai showed great promise as a puppeteer even when she was little. She used to use
chakra strings to make her toys move. Her father trained her as a puppeteer, and taught her how to
make puppets. Her first puppet wasn't an attack puppet, it was an observation puppet. It was modeled
after a bird she saw flying through the air, she is able to make it so she can see out of one of the birds
eyes and see what it sees and still be able to see around her.
Village: Suna/Sand
Personality: Hyper and constantly happy. Un-like her father in many respects. Although she gets mad
very quickley if people mistake her for a boy, because of her hair.
Appearance: Short for her age, short red hair(When I say short, I mean like a guys hair cut, short), with
bangs that fall over her baby green eyes. She wears a Tan Sleeveless sweat-shirt, with a combined
pocket in the front, with 'Lucky Duck' written in Japanese, she wears light blue shorts with dark blue
hems. Her headband is on a light blue and tan splotched cloth on her forehead.
Most Likely To Do When Mad: Give the person 10 seconds to get out of her sight and if they don't
comply, summon a large fighting puppet and attack them.
Fighting Style: Long Range.



5 - Itachi's Kids

Name: Uchiha Mokushi(Sight)
Nicknames: MoMo, Moku-kun, Shi-Shi, Shatei(Little brother)
Age: 8 1/2
Gender: Male
Parents- 
  Mom: N/A
  Dad: Uchiha Itachi
Weapons: Kunai, Shuriken, smoke bombs, windmill shuriken, and exploding tags.
Background: Mokushi still hasn't activated his Sharingan. He is rather odd for an Uchiha, but doesn't
really care. He is always up for a fight and constantly gets in trouble for starting fights. He loves the fact
that his big sister is teaching him at the academy. He loves his dad and big sister, except when his dad
ruffles his hair.
Village: Konaha/Leaf
Personality: Rather hyper and jumpy. Is hard to hold down.
Appearance: Short, spiky, scruffy Raven hair, onyx eyes. Short. Wears fishnet shirts with a shorter black
shirt over it with the Uchiha symbol on the back, and black shorts.
Most Likely To Do When Mad: Run off and cool down.
Fighting Style: Close, Mid, or Long range.
 
 
 
Name: Uchiha Manako(Eye)
Nicknames: Ako-chan, Anako, Nako, Nee-san(big Sister), Aneki(big Sister)
Age: 16
Gender: Female
Parents-
  Mom: N/A
  Dad: Uchiha Itachi
Weapons: Sharingan, windmill shuriken, kunai, katanas, and basically anything else.
Background: She activated her Sharingan at age 7, and became a Chunin at age 10. She was supposed
to become a Jonin, but decided not to do that because, although it doesn't seem like it, she wanted to
still teach the little kids at the ninja academy.
Village: Konaha/Leaf
Personality: Rebellious, cold, stolid, monotone, like her dad was
Appearance: Dark black hair, ice blue eyes. Tall skinny. She usually wears a big collar red or white
T-shirt with the Uchiha symbol on one of the sleeves, also wears black shorts all the time. She has a
necklace with the Uchiha fan on it around her neck.
Most Likely To Do When Mad: Glare evilly, and the walk away.
Fighting Style: Close, Mid, or Long range
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